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ABSTRACT
Core helium burning primary red clump (RC) stars are evolved red giant stars which are excellent standard candles.
As such, these stars are routinely used to map the Milky Way or determine the distance to other galaxies among other
things. However distinguishing RC stars from their less evolved precursors, namely red giant branch (RGB) stars, is still
a difficult challenge and has been deemed the domain of asteroseismology. In this letter, we use a sample of 1,676 RGB
and RC stars which have both single epoch infrared spectra from the APOGEE survey and asteroseismic parameters
and classification to show that the spectra alone can be used to (1) predict asteroseismic parameters with precision
high enough to (2) distinguish core helium burning RC from other giant stars with less than 2% contamination. This
will not only allow for a clean selection of a large number of standard candles across our own and other galaxies from
spectroscopic surveys, but also will remove one of the primary roadblocks for stellar evolution studies of mixing and
mass loss in red giant stars.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Red giants are evolved stars that, unlike the Sun, burn
hydrogen in a shell around an inert helium core (Iben
1968). If the initial mass of the star is high enough, the
helium core mass grows large enough to initiate helium
fusion (Schwarzschild & Selberg 1962). For primary core
helium burning red clump (RC) stars, this happens in
an abrupt event known as the helium flash. Hydrogen
shell-burning red giant branch (RGB) stars and their
evolutionary successors, RC stars, can appear very sim-
ilar in their surface properties and spectra. Primary RC
stars are excellent standard candles (Stanek et al. 1998;
Hawkins et al. 2017), while RGB stars or more massive
secondary RC stars of nearly the same effective tempera-
tures (Teff) are not.Thus finding and characterizing core
helium burning primary RC stars is of great importance
not only for stellar evolution and Galactic archaeology
but also for building a more precise cosmic distance lad-
der (Stanek et al. 1998; Salaris 2007; Bressan et al. 2013;
Bovy et al. 2014; Gontcharov 2017; Hawkins et al. 2017).
However, separating RC stars from less evolved shell hy-
drogen burning RGB stars or more massive secondary
RC stars is difficult and continues to be a barrier in solv-
ing numerous problems in stellar astrophysics (Bressan
et al. 2013).
Asteroseismology has become the gold standard for
distinguishing these two types of stars (Montalba´n et al.
2010; Bedding et al. 2011; Mosser et al. 2011, 2012;
Stello et al. 2013; Pinsonneault et al. 2014; Vrard et al.
2016; Elsworth et al. 2017). The solar-like oscillations
in red giant stars arise from near-surface convection and
can have either or both acoustic (p-mode) or gravity
(g-mode) characteristics (Chaplin & Miglio 2013). P-
modes are primarily associated with the stellar enve-
lope with pressure as a restoring force, while g-modes
probe its core with buoyancy as a restoring force. The
observed stellar pulsations, which mostly contain pure
p-modes, have been studied using the frequency power
spectrum of well-sampled photometric light curves of
nearby stars. For evolved stars, there is coupling be-
tween g- and p-modes. However, for RC stars the core
density is lower than that of RGB stars of a similar lumi-
nosity and radius, which causes a significantly stronger
coupling between the g-mode and p-modes leading to
the appearance of observable ‘mixed modes’ in the os-
cillations spectrum.
These features include the large frequency separa-
tion (∆ν), defined as the frequency between adjacent
p-modes with the same angular degree (`) but differ-
ent radial order (n) and the frequency at which there is
maximum power (νmax). For more evolved stars show-
ing a mixed mode pattern, the period separation (PS)
between the mixed modes can also be measured. The as-
teroseismic scaling relations (Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995;
Chaplin & Miglio 2013) relate theses features to differ-
ent stellar properties. Specifically, νmax has been shown
to relate to the surface gravity (log g) and Teff such that
νmax ∝ g
√
Teff , while ∆ν is proportional to the square
root of the mean stellar density and thereby
√
(g/R).
Chiefly, for the case of evolved stars, the period separa-
tion PS has been shown to distinguish RGB stars, with
low PS, from RC stars, with high PS (Montalba´n et al.
2010; Bedding et al. 2011; Vrard et al. 2016).
Photospheric diagnostics, such as spectroscopy,
for distinguishing between RC and RGB stars have
largely been overlooked. However, stellar evolutionary
isochrones indicate that RGB and RC stars likely have
a different distribution in Teff -log g space (Bovy et al.
2014). In addition, there is extra mixing along the
red giant branch and even potentially at the He flash
which separates RGB and RC stars in their C and N
abundances (Martell et al. 2008; Masseron & Gilmore
2015; Masseron & Hawkins 2017; Masseron et al. 2017).
Therefore, we posit that a star’s spectrum can be used
to discern whether it is burning helium in its core and
predict, indirectly, its asteroseismic parameters.
2. DATA
We explore here stars which contain both seismic in-
formation, namely PS and ∆ν from Vrard et al. (2016)
and moderate resolution (R∼22,000) H-band spectra,
our photospheric probe, from the thirteenth data re-
lease of the Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evo-
lution Experiment survey (APOGEE, Holtzman et al.
2015; Majewski et al. 2015). We then made a quality
cuts, keeping only those for which both the APOGEE
STARFLAG and ASPCAP flag were set to zero mean-
ing they are reliable and the uncertainty in PS was less
than 10 s. This was to remove stars where the spectra
had obvious problems or the PS was poorly constrained.
The latter is necessary as PS is the asteroseismic param-
eter that best distinguishes between RGB and RC stars.
These cuts reduced the final sample to 1,676 stars which
have high-quality APOGEE spectra and precisely mea-
sured Teff , [Fe/H], ∆ν, and PS.
According to asteroseismic classification, there are
576 RGB and 1100 RC stars in our final sample. We note
that 219 of the RC stars are classified as non-standard
candle secondary RC (Girardi 1999), which are more
massive and slightly less luminous. Typical uncertain-
ties are 70 K, 0.04 dex, 0.002 µHz, and 2.81 s for Teff ,
[Fe/H], ∆ν, and PS, respectively. The sample was ran-
domly divided into a training set which contained 70% of
stars (1,173 stars), and a test set which contained the re-
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maining 30% (503 stars). In Fig. 1 we show the spectro-
scopic Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD) of the train-
ing set (circles) and the test set (triangles).
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Figure 1. The spectroscopic HRD (i.e. log g as a function
of Teff) for the training set (circles) and the test set (trian-
gles). Each are color-coded by the star’s [Fe/H]. The gray
log density scale background shows the full APOGEE DR13
sample.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Distinguishing red clump stars using predicted
asteroseismic parameters
For our work, we made used The Cannon (Ness et al.
2015; Casey et al. 2016), in order to ascertain if the
spectra contained the information to not only predict
the asteroseismic values (i.e. ∆ν and PS), but also dis-
tinguish those stars which are burning helium in their
cores. The Cannon is a data-driven algorithm that uses
a generative model of stellar spectra by predicting the
flux in each pixel as a polynomial function of the stellar
and asteroseismic parameters (i.e. Teff , [Fe/H], ∆ν, and
PS). Our setup of The Cannon models the flux at each
wavelength as a quadratic polynomial of Teff , [Fe/H],
∆ν, and PS. Our model does not currently include νmax
as a label, however since νmax and ∆ν are strongly cor-
related (Chaplin & Miglio 2013; Yang et al. 2012), pre-
dicting one will constrain the other. During the training
step, the stellar and asteroseismic labels are fixed, and
the coefficients of the polynomial that best reproduce
the spectra are determined. In the test step, the co-
efficients found in the training set are fixed, while the
stellar and asteroseismic labels are determined for the
test set stars. This last step is specifically done for
cross validation purposes. For a detailed introduction
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Figure 2. The performance of The Cannon with respect to
the known Teff (top left), ∆ν (top right), PS (bottom left),
and [Fe/H] (bottom right) for stars in the test set. The black
lines in each panel represents the 1:1 line. The known Teff
and [Fe/H] are taken from APOGEE DR13 while the known
∆ν and PS are taken from Vrard et al. (2016). The color
coding represent the signal-to-noise raito of the spectra.
to The Cannon, the algorithm, and setup for APOGEE,
we refer the reader the release papers (Ness et al. 2015;
Casey et al. 2016).
The results for the test set were able to reproduce Teff
with a bias of less than 10 K and dispersion of 37 K,
∆ν with a bias of less than 0.01 µHz and dispersion of
1.23 µHz, PS with a bias of less than –8 s and disper-
sion of 47 s, and [Fe/H] with no bias and dispersion of
0.02 dex (Figure 2). As illustrated in Figure 2, each of
the parameters largely follow the one-to-one relationship
indicating good agreement between the values predicted
by The Cannon and the established ones. Since the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of our sample is high (larger
than SNR ≥ 100), there does not appear to be a loss of
performance with decreasing SNR.
The right panel of Fig. 3 shows the PS as a func-
tion of ∆ν for RGB (circles), RC (stars), and the more
massive secondary RC (triangles) for test set stars as de-
termined by asteroseismology (Vrard et al. 2016). The
points are color-coded by the spectroscopic log g. It is
clear that RC stars are separated from RGB stars in
this plane. The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the spectro-
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Figure 3. The PS as a function of ∆ν measured using asteroseismology (right) and predicted by spectroscopy (left) for RC
stars (stars), secondary RC stars (triangles), and RGB stars (circles). For the both left and right panels only the values for the
test set are shown. Each are color-coded by the APOGEE measured log g. The two visible populations in both spectroscopy
and asteroseismology indicate either can be used to distinguish RC and RGB stars from one another.
scopically predicted values of PS and ∆ν for the same
stars. Fig. 3 indicates that APOGEE spectra contain
enough information to not only predict several aster-
oseismic parameters but also whether the core of a red
giant star is burning helium or inert as well as. We how-
ever note that while this result represents a first step to
distinguishing between RGB and RC stars in a robust
and purely spectroscopic way, the signatures seen in this
work are currently restricted to the Kepler and CoRoT
fields. More data and further tests are required to show
that it works for populations with different underlying
metallicity or mass distributions than these fields.
Additionally, it may be possible to separate primary
and secondary RC stars from each other using the pre-
dicted ∆ν parameter (Yang et al. 2012), though further
study will be required. The RC false positive rate of
our method (i.e. the number of non-RC stars in the test
set which are falsely classified as RC stars) is ∼2% glob-
ally but depends on the the location in the HRD (see
section 3.3 for more details). For reference, the con-
tamination of non-RC stars thought to be ∼9% glob-
ally for other spectro-photometric methods (Bovy et al.
2014). Fig. 3 also illustrates that ∆ν and log g are corre-
lated, consistent with the asteroseismic scaling relations
(Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995).
3.2. What spectral features predict core helium
burning?
One particular strength of The Cannon is that it can
be used to discover the spectral regions which are most
sensitive to a particular stellar or asteroseismic label.
In Fig. 4 we show a median stacked spectrum of 5 RGB
(black) and 7 RC (red) stars which have the same stel-
lar parameters (i.e. the Teff , log g, and [Fe/H] are,
within the uncertainties, equivalent) in two spectral re-
gions which are sensitive to PS (the asteroseismic la-
bel which most distinguishes RC and RGB stars). The
stacked spectra of RGB and RC stars with the same stel-
lar parameters are remarkably similar except for specific
features.
Fig. 4, which shows two such spectral region between
15280 – 15325 A˚ (on the left) and 15970 – 16010 A˚ (on
the right), indicates the differences between RGB and
RC stars lie mostly around molecular CN and CO line
features (Hinkle & Wallace 2005). The differences in
these molecular features may be expected because there
is thought to be extra mixing along the red giant branch
from the red giant branch bump to the helium flash
which would make RC stars lower in their carbon to
nitrogen ratio compared to RGB stars of the same stel-
lar parameter (e.g. Martell et al. 2008; Lagarde et al.
2012; Masseron & Gilmore 2015; Masseron & Hawkins
2017; Masseron et al. 2017; Hawkins et al. 2016).
An example of this can be found in Fig. 1 of Masseron
& Gilmore (2015). These authors draw on the grid of
stellar models from Lagarde et al. (2012) and showed
that for a star with an initial mass of 1 M at solar
metallicity the expected difference in the surface [C/N]
abundance ratio between a RGB and RC star, denoted
as ∆[C/N], is ∼0.20 dex (with the RC star having a
lower [C/N] ratio compared to a RGB star of similar
surface gravity). Additionally, in that work they also
show that the difference in the [C/N] ratio between RGB
and RC stars is both mass and metallicity dependent.
Fig. 1 of Masseron & Gilmore (2015) illustrates that it
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Figure 4. We compare stacked spectra of 5 RGB (black line) and 7 RC (red line) stars which are found in the same part of
the H-R diagram (i.e. similar Teff , seismic log g, and [Fe/H]). The spectral regions (one centered at 15300 A˚ on the left and
one centered at 15990 A˚ on the right) were chosen based on those where the spectral model predicts that it contains the most
information to separate RGB and RC stars. Line identifications for atomic and molecular features taken from an Arcturus
atlas(Hinkle & Wallace 2005) are also shown. Upon controlling for the stellar atmospheric parameters, core helium burning
RC stars are distinct around CN, C, and CO spectral lines. The bottom left and right panels illustrates the normalized partial
derivative of the flux with respect to PS at fixed Teff , ∆ν, and [Fe/H] predicted by The Cannon. The most sensitive spectral
features to PS have a normalized flux partial derivative of –1 or 1.
can be as high as ∆[C/N]∼ 0.50 dex (for M = 1 M
and [Fe/H] = –0.50) down to just ∆[C/N]∼ 0.01 dex
(for M = 2 M and [Fe/H] = 0.0).
Our result in Fig. 4 seems to tell a consistent story,
that C and N are useful parameters to help distinguish
between RGB and RC stars. Therefore in the top panel
of Fig. 5, we plot the measured surface [C/N] abundance
ratio for RGB (black circles) and RC (red triangles) stars
for the final sample. The running median [C/N] value as
a function of [Fe/H] are shown as solid lines. The [C/N]
ratios are taken from Hawkins et al. (2016) as opposed
to APOGEE DR13. This was done because there are
known issues in the C (and potentially N) abundances
in APOGEE. These issues are likely due to a discrepancy
in spectroscopic and seismic log g between RGB and RC
stars (e.g. Masseron et al. 2017). Since Hawkins et al.
(2016) is one of the only catalogues which derives the
chemical abundances in a consistent way using the pre-
cise and accurate seismically determined log g informa-
tion, it is preferred over the APOGEE values. Though
similar differences in the [C/N] ratio are also found for
the DR13 values.
The bottom panel of Fig. 5 shows the difference in
[C/N] between RGB and RC stars (black line) and RGB
in four bins. There is a clear difference such that RC
stars are ∼0.20 dex lower in [C/N] compared to RGB
stars over the range in full metallicities. This is con-
sistent with the theoretical expectations for stars with
initial masses between 1–2 M using the grid of model
from Lagarde et al. (2012) with thermohaline convection
and rotation-induced mixing included. In addition, the
secondary RC stars have as much as a 0.4 dex difference
in their [C/N] surface ratios compared to RGB stars
of similar log g. This is consistent with the theoret-
ical expectations for stars with initial masses between
2–3 M using the grid of model from Lagarde et al.
(2012). Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 together indicate that there
is likely extra mixing along the RGB which can cause
slight surface abundance changes in C and N, which al-
low us to distinguish between core helium burning RC
and shell hydrogen burning RGB stars that overlap on
the HRD.
Future work will be needed to further understand the
exact physical processes by which each spectral feature
responsible for the distinction between RGB and RC
stars is observable.
3.3. Contamination
The selection of pure core helium burning RC stars
is of great importance for Galactic archeology, stellar
evolution, and the cosmic distance ladder as a whole.
Therefore, we address here the contamination level that
is expected from both RGB and secondary RC in dif-
ferent regions of the HRD for the method presented in
this work. We also compare it to the rates found using
other methods. For reference, the contamination level
is measured as the false positive rate (FPR).
In order to address the level of contamination, we
made use of a sample of asteroseismically classified red
giant stars Pinsonneault et al. (2014); Elsworth et al.
(2017) which are not found in our test or training sets.
All of these stars, while having both APOGEE spectra
and an asteroseismic classification, do not have publicly
available PS and/or ∆ν information. This secondary
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Figure 5. Top Panel: Illustrates the [C/N] as a function of
[Fe/H] for RGB (black circles) and RC (red triangles) which
are in common with our sample and that of Hawkins et al.
(2016), respectively (see the text for further explanation on
the data used). The solid black, red, and cyan lines represent
the running median of the RGB, RC and secondary RC in
this space, respectively. Bottom Panel: Illustrates the differ-
ence in [C/N], ∆[C/N], between RGB and RC stars (black
line) as a function of [Fe/H]. Also shown are the predicted
difference in the surface [C/N] abundance ratio between RGB
and RC stars as a function of metallicity using the models
of a 1 M (red dotted line), 1.5 M (blue dash-dotted line),
and 2.0 M (magenta dashed line) star from Lagarde et al.
(2012).
test sample is excluded in the study outlined in the main
text because the goal of this work is two-fold: not only
we aim to separate RGB from RC (which can be done
with the secondary test sample), but also we also explore
whether the asteroseismic parameters can be predicted
from single epoch spectroscopy. This secondary test set
contains 621 stars. We choose not to use the original
test set because in this supplementary section, we aim
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Figure 6. The log g-Teff diagram for the main sample (gray
circles) and secondary test set (cyan x’s). The false positive
rate for RC stars classified using our method for specified
Teff -log g bins are represented by the color.
to quantify the FPR for different parts of HRD which is
not possible with the original test set due to its some-
what limited coverage.
To complete a exploration of the contamination level,
we re-trained The Cannon using the same setup de-
scribed above for the full 1,676 stars in our main sam-
ple. For classification purposes, we built a 3-component
Gaussian mixture model in the ∆ν-PS plane using the
asteroseismic values and classification of the full main
sample. A 3-component mixture was chosen to classify
stars into RGB, RC, and secondary RC populations.
Additionally, while the secondary RC is core helium
burning, they are not standard candles and thus are
consider contaminates for the purposes of this analysis.
We predicted the Teff , [Fe/H], ∆ν, and PS for the sec-
ondary test set of 621 stars and inferred a probability for
each star belonging to the RC using the mixture model.
RC stars are classified as those which have a probability
of belonging to the primary RC population greater than
95% (or less than a 5% probability of belonging to either
the secondary RC or RGB population).
In Fig. 6 we show the spectroscopic HRD for the full
1,676 stars in the main sample (gray circles) and sec-
ondary test set (cyan x’s). The colored boxes in Fig. 6
represent the false positive rate in Teff -log g bins where
there are at least 5 (non)RC stars for our method. For
comparison, in Fig. 7 we illustrate the RC false positive
rate in different parts of the spectroscopic HRD for the
same stars but classified using the simple Teff , log g,
[Fe/H], (J −Ks) cuts described in Bovy et al. (2014).
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Figure 7. The same as Fig. 6 but for RC stars classified
using the method presented in Bovy et al. (2014).
The overall false positive rate for our method is less
than 2% while it is significantly larger (∼9%) for the
other spectroscopic methods presented in Bovy et al.
(2014). We remind the reader that this result is based
on the assumption that the asteroseismic classification
is the ‘ground truth’. However, as shown in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 6, the actual false positive rate is worse in regions
where there is contamination from either the secondary
clump or RGB. Our method largely improves the overall
false positive rate of traditional spectroscopic cuts espe-
cially in regions of the HRD where there is significant
contamination from other non-RC stars. These tests
indicate the new method presented in the work will ul-
timately allow for a clean selection (at the few percent
level or better) of core helium burning RC stars. One
way to improve the situation and further reduce the false
positive rate is to add the exquisite parallax information
from the upcoming release of the Gaia spacecraft. The
addition of this information will allow for strong con-
straints on the star’s surface gravity (and thereby den-
sity), which can help improve the RGB-RC distinction.
4. SUMMARY
In this paper, we present a robust way to determine
whether a red giant star is undergoing core helium burn-
ing (RC stars) or shell hydrogen burning (RGB stars) us-
ing single epoch spectroscopy. While this spectroscopic
method is more indirect than the gold standard of aster-
oseismology, it enables an increase in our ability to gen-
erate large and clean samples of RC stars because there
many more stars with spectra than seismic information.
Ultimately, the ability to cleanly separate RGB and
RC stars from spectroscopy can be applied not only to
APOGEE but other large surveys such as the LAMOST
(Xiang et al. 2017) survey, which contains more than five
million low-resolution optical spectra, to achieve exceed-
ingly precise distances to many stars enabling detailed
studies the structure of the Galaxy. An upcoming study
will test the wider applicability of the method outlined
here by presenting a catalogue of RC stars in both the
field and clusters from LAMOST and APOGEE (Ting,
Hawkins, Rix, in prep.). An additional important appli-
cation to these newly found photospheric probes of core
helium burning is to aid in producing input catalogues
for future asteroseismic missions.
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